Client Impact
“You want someone who has the understanding and capacity
to go beyond just simple advice in preparing your returns. You
want someone who looks to understand your entire picture.
That’s what I have with my MCB tax professional.”
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— Kevyn D. Orr, Partner-In-Charge, Jones Day — Washington, DC

KEVYN D. ORR

Client Overview
Kevyn D. Orr is partner-in-charge of the Washington DC office of Jones Day,

Client Since 1991

a global law firm with 44 offices in 23 countries spread across five continents.

Title:

He has practiced law in the areas of business restructuring, financial institution

Partner-in-Charge, Jones Day
Washington, DC

regulation and commercial litigation for three decades and is considered one

Services Offered:
Personal tax returns
and tax planning

of the country’s top bankruptcy lawyers. He has been a client of MCB principal
David Frazier since 1991.

The Situation
After eight years practicing in a Florida law firm, Orr moved to Virginia in 1991.
As a new federal government employee with one source of earned income, his
tax situation was fairly simple. However, he also still owned property in Florida
to complicate matters, so he needed a reputable tax accountant. Some of his
friends, referred him to David Frazier, then president of Yates, Kluttz & Frazier,
CPAs. When Frazier’s firm merged with MCB, Orr stayed the course and has
been a client ever since.

MCB Impact
When Orr married in 2004, his tax picture began to change. His wife is a physician
and academician with Johns Hopkins Medicine. The couple have two children and
own property in three states; two of these are investment properties. His Jones
Day income encompasses many states and several different countries. Through
it all, MCB’s David Frazier has been there to help the Orr family navigate the
increasing complexities of their tax situation.

Key Results Delivered
MCB MISSION:
EMPOWER OUR CLIENTS
INVEST IN OUR PEOPLE
EXCEED EXPECTATIONS

Orr characterized the service he gets from MCB as Five Star. “It’s been excellent,”
he said. “Our tax picture is complex, diverse. You need someone who can take a
holistic look at all of that and provide you with appropriate representation and
advice. We’ve gotten that – for many years – with Dave.”
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